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THE IMPACT OF LANGUAGE THEORIES ON DSS DIALOG

ABSTRACT

Much of the capabilities of decision support systems (DSS) to

to assist managers in their decision making tasks cornes from the

user interface.	 The design of an effective user-computer dialog

must allow for functionality, reliability, and ease of use and

learning.	 The understanding of linguistics can help focus and

structure the research on DSS dialog to meet these goals.

This paper suggests a linguistic framework for the design

the DSS user interface. It discusses five major approaches based

on language theories:	 Fregorian Core,	 Chomskyan	 Grammar,

Skinnerian Response, Piaget's Schema, and Ordinary Speaking.

Such approaches should be used as the basis for desianing better

and more functional user-computer dialog.

KEY VORDS AND EXPRESSIONSt

Decision Support Systems;	 Language Theory;	 Human - Computer

Interaction;	 User Interface;	 Dialog Design;	 Human Factors,

Artificial Intelligence.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Many researchers in the decision support systems (DSS) field

have addressed the need to understand the characteristics of

user-computer interaction when designing the system. The dialog

establishes the framework in vhich outputs are presented as well

as the context of user inputs (Ariav and Ginzberg, 198E).

According to Spraaue and Carlson (1982), "much of the paver,

flexibility, and usability characterlstics of a decision support

system derive from capabilities in the interaction betveen the

system and the user vhich ve call the dialog system" (page 29).

From a study of DSS critical success factors, Liang (1986)

extends this concept by proposing that the DSS representation

format is the most critical factor affecting user attitude.

DSS users are many and varied. They may be expert or novice,

routine or ad-hoc, frequent or occasional users. Their tasks may

be in a variety of application areas and require different

processing capabilities.	 Users may make requestz for data

retrieval, direct numerical computations, execution bf models,

and creation of report_.	 They may also be the source of

information that the DSS needs in order to structure problems and

propose solutions.

The aforementioned diversity suggests a vide variety

"language systems" specifications (Bonczek, et al., 1984). These

specifications manifest themselves in the forms of user-computer

(U-C) dialog.	 In developing the DSS U-C interface, there is

often a trade - off between flexibility and ease of use by a
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nontechnical decision maker or staff member (Bonczek, et al.,

1981).	 There is also the issue of active versus passive style.

Active style refers to a dialog in which users state requests in

a command mode. These requests may be database queries, step-bv-

step model formulation, data manipulation, or procedural code.

Passive style, on the other hand, refers to a dialog vhich

presents possibilities to the user for selection. User requests

may be in the form of questions, fill-in-the-blanks, or menus.

Effective U-C interface goes beyond the vague notion of "user

friendliness". The evaluation of U-C dialog should be based upon

the folloving criteria:

(1) Functionalitv:	 - Must allov the user to carry out tasks

rapidly and almost effortlessly.

- Must be compatible with other computer and

non-computer systemn that the users mav be

using.

(2)	 Rellabinty:	 - Must be highly available.

- Must be consistent and informationally

correct.

- Must ensure privacy and security.

(3) Learning/Ease: - Must support short learning times and ease

of retention.

- Must assist in reducing errors.

- Must promote high user satisfaction.

While rio dialog can successfully satisfy all the above

criteria to the fullest extent, USS dialog design must still
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strive to attain these goals. 	 In the eyes of the user, the

dialog s the system. The most poverful DSS, with sophisticated

modelling and data management capabilities, may not be used if

the U-C interface is inadequate. The dialog forms the primary

avenue to prevent mismatches between the needs of the user and

his or her ability to communicate these needs to the DSS. 	 Using

this perspective,	 dialog interfaces can be thought of as

"linguistic communication systems" that are only technically

implemented (Goldkuhl and Lyytinen, 1982). DSS dialog performs a

linguistic function, and its development should be based upon

linguistic theory.	 The study of the DSS U-C interface should

have its roots in person-to-person communication.

The	 objective of this paper is to	 demonstrate	 that

understanding linguistics can help focus and structure the

reaserch on U-C dialoq.	 The application of this research should

provide better and more functional DSS dialog capabilities that

can	 effectively support managers in their	 decision-making

activities. Section 2 of this paper first identifies five main

approaches	 of linguistic theory.	 It then reviens	 their

historical foundations and discusses their perspectives. 	 S.ection

3 presents a linguistic framework for the study of the U-C

dialog.	 Sections 4.1 through 4.5 investigate in detail each of

the linguistic approaches.	 They also present examples of each

type of the U - C dialog and discuss future research directions.

Section 5 concludes the paper with a brief summary of its content.
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2.0 LINGUISTIC APPROACHES

Lyytinen	 (1985) proposes five major approaches	 vhich

incorpora te
	

the	 "theories	 of	 linguistic	 phenomena

consisting of notions, statements, conjectures, and empirical

data". These approaches are:

(1) Fregorian Core is a descriptive study of language within the

context of its relationship with the vorld.

(2) Chomskyan Grammar is a generative study of the structural

relationships between language elements and the manner in

which they can be generated.

(3) Skinnerian Response is a behavioristic study of language and

its relationships with observable behavior.

(4) Plaget's Schema is a cognitive study of language; it focuses

on the relationships betveen the mind and linguistic

behavibr.

(5) Ordinarv Speakincl is an interactional study ot 	 the

relationship betveen language and human action.

Table 1 revieun some of the unique characteristics bf each of

the five apprcach .1-n listed above.	 These characteristics are nov

described. Fregorian Core and Chomskyan Grammar are both founded

in the linauistics school. Advocates of the former approach

surfaced in the 1940's and 50's, while the supporters of the

latter in th;J,	Skinnerian Response and Piaget's Schema both

have foundations in the field of psychology with the former

becoming popular in the 40's and 50's and the latter in the 60's

and 70's. Ordinary Speaking has become recognized in the 1960's.
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Insert Table 1 about here

The primary linguistic functions locus on the purpose that

language serves in human life: These are:

(1) The Descriptive Function: It implies that the language

denotes tangible entities, truth-values, structures, and

logic.

(2) The Generative Function: It suggests that, in addition to

being descriptive, language also has an explanatory level

for grammar, hidden meanings, and sense relations.

(3) The Behavioral Function:	 It tocuses on publicly observable

responses to stimulus and to conditioning and learnino.

(4) The Cognitive Function: It emphasizes the oraanizing role

of language in human cognition and memory.

(S) The Interactionist Function: 	 It stresses the social and

expressive aspects of language use.	 People employ language

to	 express feelings and attitudes and to	 establish,

coordinate, and control relationships with others.	 The

interactionist function also emphasizes the role of language

when	 making sense	 of	 intentions,	 perceptions,	 and

experiences.

The nature of knowledge reveals the properties of knowledge

obtained durinn a linquistic study. 	 In thi' context,	 VE

distinguish the following alternatives:

(1) The mathematical nature of knowledge shares properties with

axioma c Èncyledoe.



(2) The conceptual nature of knowledge uncovers features of

mental acts and objects.

(3) The empirical nature of knowledge explains human empirical

behavior in causal terms.

(4) The psvchological nature of knovledge deals vith facts and

laws of psychological reality.

(5) The rule-based nature of knowledge expresses rules and norms

that underlie human practice.

Each language approach provides a different level for a

linguistic study.	 The individual level concentrates on the

analysis of language as an individually-based phenomenon. It is

founded primarily on an individual's skills and competence. The

group level concentrates on the analysis of language as it is

anchored to social needs.

3.0 THE LINGUISTIC FRAMEWORK

Studyina linguistics cari provide an invaluable framevork for

the investigation of the U-C dialog. Each approach to language

has its unique set of characteristics and selective attributes.

These characteristics can be summarized by three linguistic

components:	 (1) style, (2) structure, and (3) content. Style is

the mode, manner, or appearance of the language. Structure deals

with the syntactic arrangements of the linguistic elements.

Content incorporates the semantic attributes of linguistics.

Table	 2 compares the	 linguistic components of the	 five

approaches introduced in the previous section.



Insert Table 2 about here

The five linguistic approaches are based upon theory that

traverses the extremes from description to explanation,

repetition to analysis, learning to acquisition, public response

to states of consciousness, surface structure to deep structure,

and performance to competence.	 While no one theory can dominate

this framework, together they can form e strong foundation for

research and development of the DSS user-computer dialog. 	 Table

2 and the remaining sections of this paper list some implications

for adopting this framevork.

4.0 THE IMPACT OF LANGUAGE THEORIES ON DSS DIALOG

4.1 Fregorian Core

The Fregorian Core approach rests on the assumption that

naturel language sentences correspond to logically truc and false

tacts in the vorld.	 Its basic structure is built upon e rigorous

application of the scientific principle of observation of human

languages. Only the "publicly observable responses" are subrlect

to investigation.	 The linguist's task is to describe human

languages and to identify the structural characteristics of those

languages.	 The initial rise in the popularity of the Fregorian

Core approach led to an unchecked rush of linguists worldwide to

%frite the grammars of exotic languages (Braun, 1980j. Sapir

(1933) stated: "It is best to admit that language is primarily a

vocal actualisation of the tendency to see reality symbolically".
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The	 Fregorian	 Core approach can	 make	 its	 greatest

contribution to the DSS U-C dialog in the study of command

languages, punctuation, naming, abbreviations, and syntax. 	 The

following presents some examples of dialog research based upon

the Fregorian Core approach.

Many studies have been made in the area of the structure of

command languages.	 Barnard,	 et al.	 (1981) performed an

experiment to determine whether order and consistency had any

effect on user speed.	 Their resuits suggest that command

languages should consistently allow users to enter the simple,

more familiar, and well-understood ternis first, and then let them

consider the more variable ternis, e.g., "OPEN FILEA" rather than

"FILEA OPEN".

Further studies by Carroll and Thomas (1982) have suggested

that	 users also prefer commands and	 congruent	 pairings.

Hierarchical commands build upon other commands such as "NOVE

heading-narre UP' and "NOVE heading-name DOWN".	 Corresponding

non-hierarchical commands would require two unique commands to

perform these same tasks. Congruence pairings represent the

semantic oppuritlons ln the definitions of the commands to which

they refer, for example, "OPEN" and "CLOSE".

Punctuation has been studied. Radin (1984) conducted an

experiment cor::cBrino différent punctuation commands with the use

of the space-bar. His subjects experienced higher entry speed,

accuracy, and readibility using the space-bar instead of

punctuation keys. Much discussion has resulted from the study of
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naming and abbreviations.	 Thomas and Carroll (1981) suggest

names or referents stand for, or abbreviate, their descriptions.

Users tend to name the "things" they create by referring to

their defining properties.	 One naming rule debate revolver

around the question of specificity versus generality. 	 Specific

terras can be more descriptive and may be more memorable.	 On the

other hand, general terras may be more familiar to users and

therefore easier to accept. Black and Moran (1982) compared

learning speed and recail of commands using a paper and pencil

test.	 Their results indicated that infrequent, specific command

sets (e.g.,	 "INSERT", "DELETE") were easier and faster to recall

than general words (such as "ALTER" and "CORRECT").	 Even

nonsense words ("GAK".	 "MIK") d d surprisingly well since they

were specific.

number of studies support the notion that abbreviations

should be made using a consistent strategy [See for example

(Benbasat and Wand,	 .1984) and	 (Schneider,	 1984)]	 Some of the

various methods that can be applied are: truncation, vovel

dropping,	 Keeping	 the first and last	 letters,	 standard

abbreviations front other contexts, and phonics (example "XOT" for

execute). Truncation (using the first, second, third, etc.

letters of each command) appears to be the most effective

mechanism overali,	 but it has problems (Schneider, 1984).

Conflicting abbreviations appear often; 	 e.g.,	 "PR" for "PRINT"

and "PROTECT". Congruency of pairs of names may be violated, for

example using "U" for "UP" and "D" for "DELETE" instead	 of

"DOWN". Minimal distinquishing identifiers may be lost ("OUT"
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for "OUTPUT-A" or "OUTPUT-B").	 Moreover, decoding an unfamiliar

abbreviation is not as good as with vowel dropping.

Fregorian Core also lends itself to studies of syntactic

knowledge of users.	 Syntax refers to the way words or commands

are assembled into a complete sentence that instructs the

computer to perform a task.	 Syntax knowledge is usually device

dependent, acquired by rote memorization, and easily forgotten

(Schneiderman,	 1987).	 An example is the use of delete,

backspace, CTR-H, or escape to erase a character. The choice of

the appropriate key depends on the layout of the specific

keyboard beina used.

SOPHIE tFox, 1984) is an example of an expert system

designed utiliûing principles based upon the Fregorian Core

approach.	 The system was developed for the U.S. Air force Force

to assist technicians in learning about electronic trouble-

shooting.	 The interface which took approximately two years to

develop,	 is aLlE	 to deal with abbreviations, misspellings,

context-dependent deletions, paraphrases, and ambiguities.

Mittra	 reports on a mainframe-based	 called

REVEAL, vhich vas designed to offer a naturel language syntax.

This DSS,	 is marketed by InfoTym, assists users in

developing business models.	 Not only does the system provide e

naturel lanT. u;	 vfloabularv,	 it allovs users to define their ovn

words and write their own rules. Each rule contains a linguistic

representation of vhat can be imprecise data or approximate

statements.	 Ey using what is called "fuzzy sets", users can
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create mathematical models representing imprecise 	 concepts,

intuition, experience, and policy statements. 	 For example, a

user can define mathematically what is meant by a "low" price or

a "high" margin.

In summary,	 Fregorian Core linguistics can assist in

building the U-C dialog by establishing a strong foundation in

formai logic. This foundation should be utilized to its fullest

in supporting DSS users.	 Decision makers should not be expected

to be proficient at using e keyboard or remembering commands and

punctuation from one session to the next.	 The U-C interface

should make DSS users as productive as possible by structuring

the dialog in e way that enables them to concentrate on the

decision task at hand and not on the dialog. 	 Future research in

the Fregorian Core approach could, for example, explore the

eftectiveness	 of dialog that automatically 	 inserts	 right

parentheses and quotes when the user forgets to do so.	 In the

case where the insertion point is not obvious, the dialog could

alert the user to manually insert it.

4.2 Chom2kyan Crammar

Chomskyan Grammar resta on the assumptions that sentences in

naturel language express syntactic and semantic regularities.

This approach is instrumental, not only in describing language,

but also in arriving at an explanatory level of adequacy in the

study of language.	 "Linguistic theory is concerned primarily

with an ideal speaker-listener in a completely homogeneous speech

community. «ho knovs his lang q ace perfectly and is unaffected by
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such grammatically-irrelevant conditions as memory limitations,

distractions, shifts of attention and interest, and errors

(random or characteristic) in applying his knovledge of the

language in actual performance" (Chomsky, 1965).

Since the Chomsky viev conceives of language as conceptual

ideas and meanings arranged by grammar, its primary application

is in user-computer dialogs based on menu selection or natural

language interactions.	 Semantics describe the meanings conveyed

by the user's input commands and by the computer messages.

Chomsky's approach viens the U-C interface in the context of its

grammar and assumes that the dialog is anchored to familiar

concepts. Moreover, dialoo is hierarchically organized, acguired

by meaningful learning or analogy, and is independent of the

syntactic details.

One of the applications of Chomskyan Grammar is in the

decomposition of tasks.	 The subtasks are comprehensible and

distinctive so that the user can be confident in making his or

her selections.	 Dialog systems utilizing menu selection have

been the subject of much research.	 Liebelt, et al.	 (1982)

demonstrated the importance of meaningful menu organisation in a

study comparing simple menu trees vith three levels and 16 target

items.	 Tvo trees, one of vhich vas meaningfully organized and

the other disorganized, vere used by the subjects. Error rates

vere nearly halved and user think-time vas reduced for the

meaningfully organized menu form. In a later menu search study.

McDonald, et al. (1983) found that semantically meaningful

categories,	 such as food,	 animais, minerais, and citiez, led to
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shorter	 response	 times	 than	 do	 random	 or	 alphabetic

organizations.

Menus can be defined as single, 	 linear, tree structure, and

acyclic or cyclic networks (See figure 1). Single menus may be

utilized for small task selections. 	 Linear sequences are

employed when one conceptual menu screen is desired but cannot be

contained on one physical screen.	 The first portion on the menu

is displayed vith an additions' menu item that leads to the next

screen in the extended menu sequence.

Tree structured menus are hierarchical and subdivide menu

selections into submenus. 	 Users may search through several

levels of submenus before finding the desired task and then

return to the main menu by backtracking through these same

submenus.	 Tree structured menus facilitate large numbers of

selections that may become too difficult to maintain under

intellectual control.	 If users knov what they are lookino for

or if they find each submenu grouping natural and comprehensible,

then menu traversai can be accomplished in a fer! seconds.

Otherwise	 gett]ng lost in tree menus is	 culte	 possible

(Robertson, et al., 1981).

Studies have compared the depth and breadth of menus.	 So

far there are no conclusive results. However, there does seem to

be a tendency for users to experience increased speEd and

reduction in errors up to a point when more selections are

displayed on a screen (Landauer and Nachbar, 1985).

Acyclic and cyclic menu netvorks are similar to tree
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structured menus due to their hierarchical nature.	 However,

these menus allow users to select from more than one sequence of

submenus to reach a desired task. 	 In addition, cyclic menu

networks	 allow users to skip over levels of menus 	 when

backtracking up the hierarchy. Acyclic and cyclic menus have the

advantage	 of permitting users to travel between disparate

sections of a tree rather than requiring them to begin a new

search from the main menu.	 More studies need to be done in this

area to determine users' abilities to navigate in the networks.

Insert Figure 1 about here

IBM's TREND ANALYSIS software is an example of a system

designed to replace ail user commands with menu selections. This

DSS packa ge lets the user select from a menu of alternatives that

include report names and computation commands.	 Selection is

accomplished rith a keyboard or a "picking" device such as e

light pen. The menu-based dialog seems to be quite effective for

inexperienced or infrequent users who are familier with the

problem domain.

Perhaps the most publicized area where Chomskyan Grammar can

best be utilized is artificiel intelligence, especially dialog

employing naturel language processing. 	 Within this realm, a

dialog representation is considered to be a set of syntactic and

semantic conventions that make it possible to describe "things"

(or objects).	 The syntax of a representation spécifies the

symbols that may be used and the ways those symbols may be

arranged.	 semantics of a representation specify bo y meaninq

14



is embodied in the symbols and the symbol arrangements allowed by

the syntax.	 Figure 2 shows a semantic net representation of the

statement:	 "The boat is a toy ship, and it is blue".	 Or

semantically speaking: " The boat has three links that together

constitute two slots, one slot having just one value and the

other slot having two.	 The color slot is filled with blue and

the IS-A slots are filled with SHIP and TOY".

Insert Figure 2 about here

In addition to the semantic net construct, Chomskyan Grammar

can assist in the understanding of parse trees. 	 Parsing is the

act of applying grammar rules in order to determine ho p' the words

are combined.	 A parse tree shows hou the grammatical categories

are related to the words.	 Figure 3 shows an example of a parse

tree.	 The yards "time",	 "flies", "like", "an", and "arrov", at

the endpoints of the tree, are ail terminal symbols. 	 The yards

et the higher levels in the tree are called nonterminai symbols.

Each of them is a naine for some grammatical catedory:

represents a sentence, NP a noun phrase, N-MOLE a noun mo d ifier,

VP e verb phrase, NP e string of noun modifiers, and DET a

determiner.

Insert Figure 3 about here

Parsing applles rules of a phrase structure to compute a

parse tree.	 The objective is to determine the function of each

word in a sentence and thereby facilitate U-C dialoo.	 This

15



relieves the user of the task of learnin g nev syntactic rules

vhen communicating with an unfamiliar system.

Bisvas, et al.,	 (1988) report the development of an expert

system, called OASES, which utilizes natural language to emulate

a consultant and aid in trouble shooting manufacturing processes.

OASES employs a direct question and answer technique for evidence

gathering.	 User responses are net restricted to the context of

the query.	 But vhen users are unable to understand the query,

the system displays a list of meaningful responses. OASES parses

using an augmented transition tree.	 However, when unable, it

resorts to a ''pattern-matching" approach and finds evidence vhich

is then submitted to the user for verification. 	 An example of

the dialog vith pattern-matching is nov provided.

OASES - On vnich shifts have you observed the problem?

USER - We have been experiencing a graduel decrease 	 in
efficiency over ail shifts.

OASES - OASES hes extracted the foilovinq evidence. Confirm (y.1
or discnntirm (n.).
f(troutle occurs1 (ail shifts))?

USER - y.

OASES - ((protle symptom) (decrease in efficiency))?

USER - y.

Raturai language has been applied to such diverse areas as

tutoring, foreign language translation, naval logistics, city

government quEItion and ansvering, text generation, and even

check book balancing.	 Most studies have focused on the issue of

whether natural language can assist a user in meeting his or her

goals.	 Hovevr some laboratory experiments have attempted to

16



investigate usability of naturel language for database queries.

Schneiderman (1980) briefly trained subjects in SQL and then

tested them in an experiment to determine vhether they asked more

valid queries in English than in SQL. 	 Haif the subjects queried

in English first and then in SQL.	 The other half queried in SQL

first and then in English.	 There vas no significant difference

in the number of valid queries asked, but an order effect in the

English-to-SQL group having more errors than the SQL-to-English

group.	 Similarly, a field trial conducted by Vassiliou, et al.

(1983) demonstrated that there vas no significant difference in

the performance of SQL and naturel language users; hovever, the

former group required more query-formulation time.

In summary, Chomskyan Grammar has an exciting research

future in the field of artificiel intelligence and especially in

the area of naturel language processing. 	 Its emphasis on

grammar, semantics, and hidden meanings hold the possibility to

free the user from learning dialog rules. 	 Future DSS will have

built-in naturel language interfaces that perse decision maker

commands.	 The user will no longer be required to le ,arn software

and
	

hardvare-dependent	 dialog and can	 spend	 more	 time

concentrating on the decision task at hand.

4.3 Skinnerian Response

The Skinnerian Response approach rests on the assumptions

that language is a mechanism that causes and controls observable

behavior (Skinner, 1957).	 The meaning of naturel sentences lie

in the behavior they have caused by serving as a stimulus.

17



Skinner is best known for his experiments with animal stimulus-

response behavior in "Skinner's boxes", but he has also gained

recognition for his contributions to education through teaching

machines and programmed learning.	 The Skinnerian Response view

has best been utilized in assisting users in the learning process

and	 also in developing dialog that specifically	 illicits

responses such as system messages, error handling, and help

screens.

In the unstructured decision tanks, where DSS are most

needed, control over the selection of the specific actions and

the sequence in which such actions are taken must lie with the

decision maker (Bennett, 1983).	 The sequence of operations

needed to tackie ill-defined decision problems is hard to predict

and therefore difficult to prescribe.	 The DSS dialog must exert

sufficient power and flexibility in order to asslst users in

structuring the problem they are facing. Only through the use of

consistent	 and understandable dialoq can the DSS	 produce

sufficient stimulus to help users appropriately respond by

changing or reversin g their actions.

Kobashi (1985) used dialoq in the fore of suggestions in

developing a multicriteria decision-making tool. 	 Based upon the

assumption that aiding does not mean structuring of a DSS

environment, he developed a table-oriented decision aid, called

TODA, that displays such messages as "Today's Suggestion: 	 You

May Sort The Items Now." No empirical studies vere conducted to

determlne	 to what extent users have accepted the 	 system

suggestions.

18



Jarke, et al.	 (1987) take advantage of the concept of

learning by example, vhich they refer to as "Selection-by-

Example", in their group DSS software, called MEDIATOR. In the

initial setup of this system, users select a subset of data from

one or more mainframe databases by folloving a DSS example for

identifying and naming the data fields.

Roemer and Chapanis (1982) investigate the impact 	 of

computer vriting mode and user reading style in learning to use a

mainframe terminal. A tutorial vas vritten at the 5th, 10th, and

15th grade levels.	 The 54 technical and non-technical subjects

vere divided into categories of low, middle, and high reading

ability.	 More advanced reading ability led to significant

differences in the completion time, number of errors, and scores

on a concepts test.	 Increased complexity of the vriting style

did net lead to significant differences of the performance

variables, but subject preferences significantly favored the 5th

grade version.

Cohill and Williges (1982) compared the impact of on-line

help facilities on 72 novice users. A control group receivina no

on-line help vas compared vith 8 experimental conditions tormed

from all combinations of initiation (user- vs. computer-

invocation of the help session), presentation (printed vs. on-

line), and of topics (user vs. computer selection of display

material). The control group with no on-line help facilities did

significantly poorer than the experimental groups.	 Of ail the

groups, the best performance vas achieved by the user-initiated,

user selected, and printed manual group.
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Several studies have investigated the issue of anthromorphic

dialog	 [e.g.,	 (Quintanar,	 et al.,	 1982)	 and	 (Schneiderman,

1987)). Anthromorphic dialog uses first-person pronouns; e.g.,

"Hi!	 I am Your Computer." The results of all the studies daim

that this form deceives, misleads, confuses, annoys, and even

distracts users.

The Skinnerian view of learning emphasizes repetition and

reinforcement.	 One interesting study in this area utilises a

feedback mechanism with a natural language interface (Slator, et

al., 1986). Subjects were given a task of creating a graph on e

screen by entering naturel language commands. 	 The commands were

then	 interpreted into corresponding computer language	 and

executed. Half the subjects could view the associated computer

command on the screen, and the other half could not.	 The group

that could see the computer commands made more semantically

complete natural language commands than the group that was not

provided this feedback.

In summary, the Skinnerian Response school of linguistics

has much to offer research in DSS dialog. 	 How the user learns

and	 responds	 ile formulating a decision can assist	 in

developing a new DSS dialog that concentrates on the user as the

problem-solver. As an example of a possible research area, Weber

(1986) suggests the use of "automated listing and brainstorming

tools" for DSS applications.	 Theory suggests that insight into

solving a problem is often triggered by a Glue that the solver

often never consciously notices.	 DSS Dialog could provide lists

of relevant factors vhich could be used as trigaers.
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4.4 Plaget'e Schema

Piaget's	 Schema rests on the assumption that natural
language sentences are generated by human cognitive structures

and processes. The meaning of sentences lie in the properties of

cognitive processes and structures that generate and interpret

them.	 In this view, language allows discovery of underlying

motivations and deeper structures of human behavior (Brown,

1980).

Every individual using a DSS has a different mental model.

Much controversy has centered around whether or not the DSS U-C

dialog should be tailored to the user's cognitive schemata and

skills (Huber, 1983).	 Although the controversy focuses on the

relative impact of the user's cognitive style and how much

consideration should be given for this in the development of DSS

dialog, feu would agree that the user cannot be completely

ignored.	 Even users have a feeling of self-awareness. 	 In a

relatively recent survey of 34 different DSS users, 	 "sensitivity

of user's needs" was rated highest in importance (Meador, et al.,

1984).

DSS dialog implications for the Piaget's Schema are in the

areas of user preferences, experience, and usage patterns. Sign-

on procedures are an example of where Piaget's Schema can have an

impact. Sprague and Carlson (1982) recommend that since most DSS

users interact vith their systems infrequently, sign-on time

should be customized according to user suggestions. Schneiderman

(1987) proposes that infrequent usera maintain only the semantic

knowledge and computer concepts related to a task and have
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difficulty maintaining the syntactic knowledge. 	 He recommends

that the user's burden of memory be lightened by simple and

consistent structure in the command language,	 menus,	 and

terminology employed, and by the use of recognition rather than

recall.	 Turban and Watkins (1986) suggest the use of familiar

terms and natural language interfaces for both expert system and

DSS users in order to "improve the interaction between managers

and computers".

As an example of a direct application of user preferences,

it has been reported that expert systems are being developed for

financial service organizations for the purpose of establishing

and maintaininq financial plans for customers (Bond, 1987). The

expert system retains in memory the expectations, committments,

goals, and preferences of each customer, along with previous

history of financial services.	 Changes to the customer profile

and all financial purchases automatically update the database and

thus provide individualized decision support for each customer's

purchase options.

Liang f1oe7i reports on e DSS developed with a self-adaptive

U-C interface.	 The interface adjusts itself accordino to

anticipated user behavior. 	 Users are divided into three groups:

consistent, systematac, and random. Users who always prefer the

same presentation mode are referred to as consistent users.

Those vho	 tLEIr preferences in e partially predicteble vey

are called systematic users.	 Usera who change their preference

unpredictably in a given situation are categorized as random

users.	 The MS tracés user preference patterns and then adjusts
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its default presentation mode accordingly.

Another example of a system that lias designed around user

preferences is IPMA (Integrated Pest Management Assistant). This

expert system was created for the Department of Entomology at

Oregon State University (Goul and Tonge, 1987). IPMA is used by

extension agents to help orchard owners make decision regarding

pear tree pest infestations.	 Since the orchard owners were

familiar with manuals, the U-C interface was designed to look

like an "electronic" manual, complete with table of contents and

chapters discussing tree phenology stages. 	 In addition, a

dictionary containinq tords and phrases and a scratchpad were

added	 to	 allow users to record	 personal	 insights	 and

observations.

Some of the research in cognitive style indicates how the

U-C dialoq can more effectively 	 support	 DSS	 users.	 Zmud

(1979) reports that systematic/analytic thinkers prefer more

quantitative information -and require more decision time than

heuristics.	 Dialog vith systematics would consequently be more

quantitative and contain less narrative.

Fowler, et al. (1985) constructed an exploratory study with

field dependent/independent types. Field - independent cognitive

styles tend to be manifested in the ability to analyze and

restructure information accordinq to situational demands and

personal needs.	 On the other hand, a field-dependent cognitive

style, is manifested in the acceptante of, and reliance on, the

inherent	 organization	 of overcoming an embedding	 context
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influence.	 The researchers vanted to determine if there was a

correlation betveen cognitive styles and the command structures

of the U-C dialog.	 In the study, one of tvo types of commands

vas given to subjects to allow them to retrieve and edit files.

The	 first type vas the linear	 structured	 command	 which

requires the user to enter botte command and argument together.

The second type vas the substructured command which provided a

set of prompts for the arguments.	 The results suggested that

field-dependent users tended to prefer substructured command

language.	 Field-independent
	

individuals showed a	 general

preference for linear commands. 	 More interestingly,	 they

requested more help screens than the field-dependent subjects.

In summary, Piaget's Schema approach to U-C dialog has the

potential to allow the computer to communicate more meaningfully

with the user.	 The effects of cognitive style on dialoq require

more empirical study before our knowledge can be expanded in this

area.	 However, until that time, it has been recommended that

future DSS be designed with dialog options that provide users

with the flexibility to select their most preferred "interface"

style (Marin et al., 1986).

4.5 Ordinary Speaking

The underlying assumption of Ordinary Speaking is that

naturel language sentences correspond ta performances of speech

or social acts. Speech acts are minimal units of verbal and non-

verbal communication.	 They obey rules that are conventional and

constitutive.	 These rules govern successful performance of acts
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and allow a systematic study of meaninq.	 In the Ordinary

Speaking viev. one can only explain the meaning of vords or

sentences by examining "the whole of language and the actions

into which it is intervoven" (Wittgenstein, 1958). Thur,

language can be studied as an open collection of speech acts. It

is a social fact and its primary function is to promote social

interaction.	 Meaning is the result of a rule-folloving behavior

that manifests itself in speech acts. 	 This leads to the

conception of meaning which goes beyond speech itself. The study

of language nov includes the investigation of oral and visual

Glues.	 Oral Glues include hesitations, pauses, backtracking,

social feedback, murmers, voice pitch, and projection. Examples

of	 visual Glues are head nodding,	 posture,	 and	 facial

expressions.

The linguistic approach of Ordinary Speaking can best be

studied in dialog that is used by aroup decision support systems

(GDSS).	 Here the dialoe no longer takes the foret of "user-

computer" interaction but "user-computer-user" (1.1-C-131 exchange.

GDSS are desioned to help groups of people make farter, more

satisfyina. and better decisions with the assistance of a

computer.	 These systems are interactive and allow each user to

key in messages containing his or her judgements and comments on

a workstation or a computer terminal. Then, via a local area

network, these messages are sent to other members of the group

and/or projected on a public video screen. Participants may know

each other or not, be physically in the same room or separated

geographically.	 Their messages may be anonymous or identified



with the sender's narre.	 GDSS sessions may be synchronous with

participants goino simultaneously through all the stages of the

decision	 process
	

(i.e.,	 problem	 definition,	 electronic

brainstorming, issue identification, issue consolidation, and

voting).	 The sessions may also be asynchronous with group

members interacting with the system at their convenience. 	 [For

more information on GDSS concepts and design issues, see for

example (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 1985) and (Jelassi and Beauclair,

1987) respectively).

GDSS significantly alter the user language since written

text is the only channel available to the decision maker. 	 The

dialog lacks oral and visual Glues as well as social context

information that is normally present in face-to-face or telephone

conversations.	 Kraut, et al. (1982) argued that inhibiting the

flou of social feedback, especially "back channel" feedback,

feelings,	 and social meanings decreases the efficiency of

interpersonal communication.	 An example of "back channel"

feedback is noddinq one's head or murmering "hmm".

"User-computer-user"	 dialog	 may also	 interfere	 %!ith

regulating turn-teking,	 intentions to speak	 further,	 and

controlling other procedural aspects of participation. 	 Thus the

study of the U - C - U dialog focuses attention on text and the

associated methods used for feedback and relating feelings as
well as social meanings.

GDSS research is still in its infancy and much more is hoped

to be learned in the future (DeSanctis and Gallupe, 1987).

However some stud es conducted to date have made some interesting
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observations.	 Siegel, et al.	 (1984) compared groups making

decisions in a face-to-face manner versus using a GDSS with no

verbal communication.	 Their results suggest that GDSS users are

capable of communicating to make decisions but reguire more time

than face-to-face groups. They also observed an "uninhibited"

dialog by the GDSS users and none by the face-to-face groups.

This included swearing, insulting, and narre-calling. 	 This

phenomena has been termed "flaming" and is thought to be the

result of reduced social context and the additional freedom of

expression that computing provides (Kiesler, 1986).

Siegal, et al.'s results (1984) also indicated that GDSS

users	 prefer to use more numerical data and make	 fever

suggestions to compromise and fewer feedback remarks. 	 They also

prefer simultaneous conversations, vhere each member has a

designated windov on the computer screen for displaying his or

her messages, as opposed to asynchronous conversations where only

one person at-a-time can send a message.

As previously stated, the U-C-U dialog is ripe for studyinq

and much can be learned about the meanings of messages uithin the

context of Ordinary Speaking. For example, future research could

explore in more depth how users compensate for lack of oral and

visual Glues. Flaming has already been observed. Will users

also rely more on repetition, verbose messages, "too-prompt"

responses, shunning, etc.? In addition, there are possibilities

for the system to take a more dominant part in this dialog.

Someday computers may sense when users are making too many

mistakes, are not respondina fast enough, or haven't submitted a
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vote.	 They may also be able to detect the force of the user's

fingers on the keyboard and the heat and perspiration levels of

the hands.	 When voice recognition technology can adeguately

support conversation, computers will be able to detect changes in

pitch, speed, emphasis, and inflection. A GDSS may be able to

inform its users as to which members in the group are tired,

angry, or upset. Based upon its understanding of the members, it

may even be able to recommend a tactic or a comment that might

assist in moving the group toward a consensus.

5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The framework tor the study of DSS dialog, proposed in this

paper, suggests to view user-computer dialoq within the context

of our knowledge of linguistics.	 The Cive major approaches to

linguistic theory were identified - Fregorian Core. Chomskyan

Grammar, Skinnerian Response, Piaget's Schema, and Ordinary

Speaking.	 Exemples of research issues that need to be addressed

ln each of these approaches were presented. Recause language is

so complex and the various theories overlap and contradict each

other in some instances,	 it is impossible to isolate any one of

these issues within a single theory.	 Most of the research

questions have implications in more than one linguistic approach.

They were identified and classified based on the area in which

they made the bianest contribution.

The objective of this paper is to suggest a linguistic

framework that may facilitate the structuring of reserach on DSS

dialog and provide guidance for future work.	 Which theories
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best serve as models for DSS dialog?	 Each of them exploits many

useful attributes and simultaneously clarifies and distorts

knowledge.	 A theory choice is not to select "the best", but

rather "the fittest" for those goals that DSS researchers share.
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Table 1: Linguistic Theory Characteristics

LANGUAGE FOUNDATION PRIMARY NATURE OF LEVEL COMPONENTS ADVOCATES
STUDY LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE OF FUNCTIONS

FUNCTION

FREGORIAN Linguistics Descriptive Mathematical Not Important Entities L. Bloomfield
CORE Structural

school
Truth/value
Structure

E. Sapir
C. Hocket

Logic C. Fries
G. Frege

CHOMSKYAN Generative Generative Conceptuel Individuel Grammar N. Chomsky
GRAMMAR Linguistics Hidden Meanings J. Lyons

School Sense Relations

SKINNERIAN Behavioristic Behavioral Empirical Individuel Stimulus/Response B. F. Skinner
RESPONSE Psychology Conditioning C. Morris

School Learning

PIAGET'S Cognitive Cognitive Psychological Individuel Cognitive Maps J. Piaget
SCHEMA Psychology Memory P. Lindsay

School D. Norman
D. Ausubel

ORDINARY Discourse Interactional Rule-based Group Social Context L. Wittgenstein
SPEAKING Linguistics Sense-making Speech Acts J. L. Austin

School Intentions J. R. Searle



Table 2: Linguistics Impact on DSS Dialog

LANGUAGE
STUDY

STYLE STRUCTURE CONTENT NATURE OF
APPLICATION

FREGORIAN Many, But Not Formai Logic Truth Value Command Languages
CORE Important Rigorous Punctuation

Mappings of Naming
Facts Abbreviation

Syntax

CHOMSKYAN Preserves Formai Correspondence Menu Selection
GRAMMAR Regularities Grammar With Observations Natural Interfaces

Conceptual Ideas
Explanatory

SKINNERIAN Consistence Repetition and Meaning Lies In System Messages
RESPONSE Clarity Reinforcement Observable Behavior Error Handling

Stimulus/Response Help Screens
User Leaming

PIAGETS Dependent on Not Important Meaning Lies in User Preference
SCHEMA Users' Cognitive Cognitive Process Experience

Style Usage Patterns

ORDINARY Based on Promotes Social Meaning is the Result GDSS
SPEAKING Social Rules Interaction of Oral and Visual CWSS

Clues
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